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Abstract

Laser-produced plasma ~LPP! devices are being developed as a light source for the extreme ultraviolet ~EUV!
lithography applications. One concern of such devices is to increase the conversion efficiency of laser energy to EUV
light. A new idea based on the initiation and confinement of cumulative plasma jet inside a hollow laser beam is
developed and simulated. The integrated computer model ~HEIGHTS!was used to simulate the plasma behavior and the
EUV radiation output in the LPP devices. The model takes into account plasma heat conduction and magnetohydro-
dynamic processes in a two-temperature approximation, as well as detailed photon radiation transport in 3D Monte
Carlo model. The model employs cylindrical 2D version of a total variation-diminishing scheme ~for the plasma
hydrodynamics! and an implicit scheme with the sparse matrix linear solver ~to describe heat conduction!. Numerical
simulations showed that the EUV efficiency of the proposed hollow-beam LPP device to be higher than the current
standard devices.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Since the invention of the transistor in 1947 and the inte-
grated circuit ~IC! in the late 1950s, semiconductor technol-
ogy has undergone rapid advances. From a basic technical
point of view, these developments have been straightfor-
ward. They have mainly involved putting more and smaller
transistors on integrated circuits. More transistors allow for
increased functionality, and smaller size allows for increased
switching speed and less power consumption for each tran-
sistor. The whole process has conformed to Moore’s law
~Moore, 1965!. Moore stated that the number of compo-
nents per IC would roughly double every second year. In
recent decades, the single most important driver of Moore’s
law has been the microlithography progress. The litho-
graphic process generates a semiconductor wafer partially
covered with photoresist, so that the uncovered regions are
available for different kinds of processing, such as etching,
ion implantation, or metallization. One of the most impor-
tant lithographic processes is exposure, when light shines on
selected parts of the resist and forms future microelectronic
elements ~Levinson, 2001!. Resolution of an optical system,

such as a projection–lithography system, is traditionally
determined by the Rayleigh criterion ~resolution � 0.61
l0NA, with wavelength l of used light, and numerical
aperture NA of used optical system!. Because increasing the
numerical aperture has a definite limit, utilizing the smallest
wavelength for projection–lithography is the path to progress
in semiconductor technology. Use of extreme ultraviolet
light ~EUV, where the wavelength is between 10 and 15 nm!
is the most advanced method today ~Attwood, 2004!.

EUV light is absorbed strongly in most materials, includ-
ing gases; thus, all optics and the source should be placed
into a vacuum. For the same reason, lenses cannot be used:
optical systems should consist of mirrors. Because the reflec-
tion of a single surface is very low ~about 4%!, stacked
multilayers, of which the reflection adds up, are used or bent
crystals which extend the diagnostic application into the
X-ray regime ~Dunn et al., 2005; Labate et al., 2004!. The
EUV light can be generated by several methods: discharge
produced plasma ~DPP! ~Wagner et al., 1996!, laser pro-
duced plasma ~LPP! ~Fiedorowicz, 2005!, or synchrotron
radiation ~Dattoli et al., 2005; Ozaki et al., 2006!. Each
method has its advantages and disadvantages. To meet the
requirements of the Intel Lithography Roadmap goals for
high-volume manufacturing ~Silverman, 2002! and Inter-
national SEMATECH’s EUV Source Program goal ~Bakshi,
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2006!, the EUV source is required to have a power of more
than 120 W at a wavelength of 13.5 nm ~2% bandwidth!.
Various LPP and DPP devices are being investigated by
different research groups ~Stamm, 2004b; Pankert et al.,
2005; Krücken et al., 2004!. At present, several of the EUV
sources come close to the power level demanded by com-
mercial chip manufacturers. The efficiency of generating
EUV radiation is the key factor in successful development
of the source ~Ullrich et al., 1987; Faenov et al., 2004!.
Many additional factors are related to the EUV device
efficiency, including plasma material, form and size of the
radiated area, collectable solid angle, and debris amount.
Because many physical processes are involved, and many
technical problems need to be solved when optimizing a
particular EUV device, laboratory experiments would be
very expensive and may be impossible; therefore, only
computer modeling can generate a complete picture of EUV
devices within a reasonable time and at a reasonable cost.

Ideally, an integrated physical model should be devel-
oped specifically for simulating plasma behavior in both
DPP and LPP devices. The model should include atomic
physics, hydrodynamics, plasma heat conduction, and pho-
ton radiation transport. The EUV source should be modeled
completely: from the energy input mechanism and plasma
formation, up to EUV output from the pinch or laser target
and the mirror collector system. Each physical process
should be described adequately, and each physical problem
should be solved using the most advanced numerical scheme
to enhance accuracy and to reduce computational time. The
radiation conditions at the intermediate focus of a manufac-
turers EUVL stepper can then be predicted most accurately.

This paper is organized as follows. First, we present the
integrated model, implemented in computer package, for
simulating LPP devices for EUV lithography. The model is
based on previous progress in simulation of discharge- and
laser-produced plasma devices of our high energy inter-
action with general heterogeneous target systems ~HEIGHTS!
package ~Hassanein et al., 2003, 2004a, 2004b; Miloshevsky
et al., 2006!. We describe general model components and
system equations, application of equations to LPP device
simulation, numerical methods used, and benchmarking of
results. Next, we discuss the influence of a generated mag-
netic field. We then present simulation results derived from
our theoretical model. Based on these results, we propose
the use of a novel plasma confinement concept to increase
EUV throughput and overall LPP device efficiency.

2. MATHEMATICAL MODEL

2.1. Governing equations

To construct a comprehensive and efficient integrated model,
we solved plasma formation and motion using a set of four
conservation laws: mass, momentum, energy, and magnetic
field ~we use Gaussian units unless indicated otherwise!.
The conservation law of a parameter q can be given in
differential form as:

]q

]t
� ¹{Fq � 0 ~1!

where Fq is flux of this parameter. By considering plasma
matter as a continuous, compressible medium, we expanded
Eq. ~1!, and obtained the following expressions for conser-
vation of mass, momentum, and total energy:

]r

]t
� ¹{~rv! � 0

]

]t
rv � ¹{~rvv � ph ! � 0.

]eh

]t
� ¹{@v~eh � ph !# � 0 ~2!

Here, r is the density of plasma; v is the velocity of plasma;
ph is the hydrodynamic pressure; and eh � ~ rn202!� eint is
the sum of kinetic and internal energy densities of plasma.

Laboratory plasma experiments typically include the influ-
ence of an external electromagnetic source. The electric
current can also be generated by the intensive heating of a
local plasma area. A general magnetohydrodynamic ~MHD!
model should consider this electric current j as the source of
the magnetic field in the plasma. The induced magnetic field
B is the source of forces that disturb the initial plasma. A
self-consistent process was incorporated into the hydro-
dynamic equation set, Eq. ~2!, as external force Fex :

]r

]t
� ¹{~rv! � 0.

]

]t
rv � ¹{~rvv � ph ! � Fex .

]eh

]t
� ¹{@v~eh � ph !# � v{Fex . ~3!

We used the sum of the Lorenz and electrical forces E��~10
c!v�B�hj that act on the unit charge ~electric field strength!
as the external force Fex . Also, we introduced heat conduc-
tion, radiation transport, and magnetic diffusion terms into
Eq. ~3!. The MHD set is considered for the two-temperature
approximation model; that is, the ion part is separated in the
total energy equation. After correction of the magnetic field
divergence ~Tóth, 2000;Tóth & Odstrčil, 1996!, the most gen-
eral form of the MHD equation set was obtained and imple-
mented for the HEIGHTS model. The following MHD
equations thus form the basic of our calculations:

]r

]t
� ¹{~rv! � 0

]rv

]t
� ¹{�rvv � ptot �

BB

4pm
� � �

1

4pm
B~¹{B!
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]etot

]t
� ¹{�v~etot � ptot !�

1

4pm
~v{B!{B

�
c2h

16p2m2
~¹� B!� B � le¹Te � li¹Ti � Srad�

� Qlas �
1

4pm
~v{B!{~¹{B!.

]ei

]t
� ¹{@v~ei � pi !� li¹Ti # � 3

me ne

mi te
~kBTe � kBTi !

]B

]t
� ¹{~vB � Bv!�

c2

4pm
¹� ~h¹� B!�

ckB

ene

¹ne � ¹Te

� �v~¹{B!. ~4!

Here, etot is the total energy, which includes the hydro-
dynamic part, eh � ee � ei � ekin, and the magnetic part
em � ~B208pm!; ee is the electronic component of the
plasma energy, which includes thermal energy of electron
and ionization energy; ei is the ion component of the plasma
energy; and ekin � ~rv 202! is the kinetic energy of the
plasma. Analogous to energy, pressure has hydrodynamic
and magnetic parts: ptot � pe � pi � ~B208pm!. We use the
subscript e for electrons and i for ions. Magnetic diffusion
processes are taken into account as the Joule heat term,
~c2h016p2m2!~¹ � B! � B, in the total energy equation
and as the diffusion term, ~c204pm!¹ � ~h¹ � B!, in the
magnetic field equation, where h is resistivity and m is
magnetic permeability. In the calculations below, we assume
m� 1 for the plasma. The thermal conduction in the plasma
is considered as the combined result of the electron le¹Te

and ion li¹Ti conductivity, where l is the conductivity
coefficient and T is the temperature. The radiation trans-
port process is represented here as flux Srad and the laser
heating source as Qlas. Also taken into account is the energy
interchange between electrons and ions in the form 3~mene0
mite!~kBTe � kBTi ! ~Braginskii, 1965! and the thermally
generated magnetic field ~ckB0ene!¹ne � ¹Te ~Goldman &
Schmalz, 1987; Mora, 1981!. Here m is the mass; ne and te
are electron concentration and the relaxation time; c is the
speed of light; e is the electron charge; and kB is the Boltz-
mann constant.

2.2. Application

Eq. ~4! constitutes the initial equation set used by the HEIGHTS
package generally for modeling plasma processes. The con-
ditions of a particular problem lead to the modification of
the main equations. Modern LPP devices for EUVL work in
the laser radiation intensity range of 1010–1011 W0cm2

~Harilal et al., 2005; Myers et al., 2005; Richardson et al.,
2004b; Keyser et al., 2003!. Self-generated magnetic fields
in laser-produced plasmas are of much theoretical and exper-

imental interest because of their role in the laser plasma
dynamics, and as a result, are important in the macroscopic
plasma parameters ~temperature, density, and EUV output!
~Widner, 1973; Colombant & Winsor, 1977; Mora, 1981;
Thareja & Sharma, 2006!. Interest in this area is due to
transport characteristics, such as thermal transport, lateral
plasma flow, and fast plasma blowoff that affect the perfor-
mance of the target. These characteristics are, in turn, related
to the properties of large-scale magnetic fields generated in
the system. The self-generated magnetic field holds an
important place in the modeling of inertial confinement
fusion processes, where laser irradiation reaches ;1016

W0cm2 ~Nakamura et al., 2006; Desai & Pant, 2000!. We
carried out numerical experiments to study the influence of
the thermally generated magnetic field on the plasma param-
eters and the EUV output in the lithography energy range
~Sizyuk et al., 2006!. Simulations of the LPP device with
droplet and planar targets showed a very small dependence
of the plasma parameters from the thermomagnetic source
for the radiation power density of 1010–1011 W0cm2. We
were thus able to omit the magnetic source and magnetic
field in Eq. ~4!, and reconstruct the initial equations for
more efficient calculations for this EUVL work.

Because the plasma device and plasma motion processes
have cylindrical symmetry, we formulated Eq. ~4! set in
cylindrical coordinates system and integrated the obtained
expressions for the azimuth angle w. Since the final trans-
formed equations had convective terms ~hydrodynamic flux!
and dissipative terms ~heat conduction, laser heating, radi-
ation transport, and electron–ion interaction!, we used split-
ting of the physical processes in our numerical algorithm to
separate the hyperbolic and parabolic parts ~Miloshevsky
et al., 2006; Sizyuk et al., 2006; Kovenya et al., 1988;
Leveque, 2002!. The general solution has two stages: con-
vective and dissipative. The transformed initial equation set
is given in matrix form as

]U

]t
�

1

r

]

]r
@rF~U!#�

]P~U!

]r
�
]G~U!

]z
� V, ~5!

where the hydrodynamic fluxes are

U � �
r

rv r

rv z

eh

ei

� F~U!��
rv r

rv rv r

rv zv r

v r~eh � ph !

v r~ei � pi !

�
P~U!��

0

ph

0

0

0

� G~U!��
rv z

rv rv z

rv zv z � ph

v z~eh � ph !

v z~ei � pi !

� , ~6!
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and the dissipative terms are combined in the source V

V � �
0

0

0

Qe, th � Qi, th � Qlas � Qrad

Qi, th � Qei

� . ~7!

Here Qe, th is the electron heat conduction, Qi, th is the ion
heat conduction, Qrad is the radiation transport, and Qei is
the electron-ion interaction. The conservative form of the
initial equations allows the use of the TVD method in the
Lax–Friedrich formulation ~TVD–LF! ~Tóth & Odstrčil,
1996; Leveque, 2002! for solution of the convective stage
given by Eq. ~5!. The numerical scheme for the TVD–LF
method applied to the cylindrical symmetry case is pre-
sented in Hassanein et al. ~2004a!. Following the splitting
method, the Q-terms in Eq. ~7! are calculated separately
with the second ~dissipative! stage of the HEIGHTS solver
and are used as correctors of the main TVD-LF solution. An
implicit numerical scheme with sparse matrix linear solvers
is used for calculating the terms Qe, th and Qi, th ~Miloshevsky
et al., 2006; Sizyuk et al., 2006!. The electron–ion inter-
action term Qei � 3~me ne0mite!~kBTe � kBTi ! is calculated
for each hydrodynamic step and used as input in the right
side of Eq. ~7!.

The Monte Carlo method is used for modeling the LPP
radiation processes: laser heating, photon radiation trans-
port in the plasma, and the EUV output. With regard to LPP
radiation transport, radiation fluxes should be determined to
solve two main problems: ~1! correction of the plasma
thermal energy and, as a result, correction of the plasma
motion in the device, and ~2! determination of the final
useful part of the radiation flux ~i.e., EUV output!. These
problems determine the different requirements for the flux
data and the numerical techniques needed to solve the
photon transport problem. Correct calculation of the energy-
space redistribution in full spectrum of the plasma plays an
important role in solving the first problem. The constructed
model describes radiation transport adequately only if it
takes into account the optical thickness of the plasma in a
large number of spectral groups. The full spectrum of the
LPP plasma is divided into narrow spectral groups with
separation of the strongest lines. The total number of the
spectral groups was optimized to accurately describe the
radiation energy redistribution for a reasonable computa-
tional power.As previous calculations show ~Morozov et al.,
2004a!, the MHD results have an acceptable error for total
spectral groups of about 103. However, such number of
groups is unacceptable for investigations in the EUV band
of interest, 2% at 13.5 nm. For this reason, we use two sets
of optical opacities: general ~for full-energy redistribution
calculations! and specific ~for calculations in the interesting
spectral band!. The main hydrodynamic simulations use

general opacity tables and calculate the evolution of the
plasma temperature and density. The final EUV simulations
use the detailed opacities to estimate the LPPdevice efficiency.

The Monte Carlo algorithm of radiation transport models
three elementary processes: the emission, motion, and absorp-
tion of separate photons ~Fig. 1!. This approach has the
advantage of considering complex geometries within the
computational domain. The radiation transport model is
three-dimensional ~3D!; that is, the photon motion is con-
sidered in a 3D Cartesian coordinate system. The cylindrical
case involves the accumulation of statistical events in the
two-dimensional ~2D! system of the LPP device. Figure 1
schematically shows the trajectory of an individual photon
in the two coordinate systems.

Studying the trajectory, as well as the number of emitted
and absorbed energy at each point of the plasma domain ~or
the points of major interest!; one can calculate the redistri-
bution of energy due to photon transport. Because simula-
tion of all photons in the domain is problematic ~computation
power is limited!, each energy portion is assumed to be a
monochromatic set of photons. Hence, a macro-photon has
the properties ~absorption and emission probabilities! of the
component photons, and the energy is equal to the sum of
the energies of all photons in the set. To optimize the
algorithm and decrease computation time, we introduced a
system of weight factors into the Monte Carlo radiation
transport model. Two major weight factors were allocated:
normalization of the emitted macro-photon relative to the
most radiated cell of the computational domain and normal-
ization relative to the optical thickness of cell. The first

Fig. 1. Simulation of photon emission, transport, and absorption in two
coordinate systems: 2D ~r, z! and 3D ~x, y, z!.
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weight factor is obtained from the emission process analysis
and accelerated calculations due to the neglect of the emis-
sion of cold cells. Because of the second weight factor,
so-called idle processes are ignored, namely, situations involv-
ing the emission and the absorption of the photon in the
same cell ~absorbed lines!. A third weight factor can be
useful for a strongly nonuniform mesh. The volume of the
emitting cell can be so small that the amount needed for
simulating photon bundles will not be sufficient to obtain
accurate results.The volume weight coefficient should increase
the computation accuracy in this case.

As reported by Zeldovich and Raizer ~1966!, the emis-
sion coefficient kem should be integrated with Planck’s func-
tion B~v! in the full spectrum to obtain number N of emitted
photons in the space ~from a unit volume in a unit time!:

N � 4p�
0

` kem B~v!

\v
dv. ~8!

B~v! �
\v3

4p3c2 �exp�\v
T
�� 1��1

. ~9!

The following expression is derived after substituting Eq. ~9!
into ~8!

N ��
Emin

Emax kem~E, T,r!E 2

\3p2c2 �exp� E

T
�� 1��1

dE ~cm�3 s�1 !,

~10!

where E is the energy of emitted photon ~eV!; Emin, Emax are
the spectral energy range ~eV!; kem~E, T,r! is the emission
coefficient ~cm�1!; T is the plasma temperature ~eV!; r is
the plasma density ~g0cm3!; \ is Planck’s constant ~eV{s!;
and c is the speed of light ~cm0s!.

The total number of photons emitted in a separate cell
~i, j ! of the computation domain in unit time is

Ni, j � Vi, j�
Emin

Emax kem~E, Ti, j ,ri, j !E
2

\3p2c2 �exp� E

Ti, j
�� 1��1

dE,

~11!

where Vi, j is the volume of the cell ~i, j !. For calculating
Eq. ~11!, the HEIGHTS package used Simpson’s integration
method. One of the key parts of the developed Monte Carlo
algorithm is evaluation of the most radiated cell. An incor-
rect choice of the cell with maximum photons results in a
shift of the weight coefficient and a slump in the calculation
efficiency. We used the criterion FL � r2T 4Vcell in our
developed numerical algorithm for the first step. Because
this simple function does not always give correct results,
subsequent calculations used information about the photon
emission that was obtained in the previous time step. This
technique gives a significant increase in calculation effi-
ciency. The total sum of photons in the most radiated cell is
normalized to the initial amount of the macro-photons.

Based on this assumption, the first weight coefficient of the
macro-photon is

W1 �
N max

Nsim

. ~12!

The limits imposed by a reasonable degree of accuracy
and the available computational capabilities determine the
total sum of the macro-photons Nsim used to simulate the
emission from the most radiated cell. The physical number
of photons in the most radiated cell N max is calculated from
Eq. ~11!. To obtain acceptable accuracy in the radiation
transport calculations, we used Nsim of about 103. A typical
situation for the LPP modeling is the case when any spectral
band is mostly absorbed within a volume of one cell. In this
case, the Monte Carlo algorithm goes to the “idle” cycles.
The macro-photon energy is subtracted from the initial cell
energy at the emission stage and is added at the absorption
stage in the same cell. A second weight factor is introduced
to avoid this problem:

W2$i, j %
n � kabs~En , Ti, j ,ri, j !Dri , ~13!

where W2$i, j, k%
n is the weight factor of nth spectral band in the

cell ~i, j !; kabs~En, Ti, j ,ri, j ! is the absorption coefficient of
nth spectral range in the cell ~i, j !; and Dri is the character-
istic size of the cell. In the case of Eq. ~13! less than 1, the
second weight factor is assumed to be equivalent to 1. In that
way, the developed algorithm avoids simulation of the absorbed
lines. The photon emission simulation for the cell ~i, j ! is
derived as follows:
~1! Calculation of the total sum of emitted photons in the

most radiated cell by integration within each spectral group:

N max �
V max

\3p2c3 (
n�1

M

kem~En , T max,rmax!

� �
En

En�1

E 2�exp� E

T max�� 1��1

dE. ~14!

The emission coefficient kem~En, T max,rmax! is assumed to
be constant within one spectral group; and M is the total
number of groups.
~2! Calculation of the first weight coefficient W1 from

Eq. ~12!.
~3! Simulation of the emitted photon distribution by the

spectral groups

Ni, j
n �

Vi, j kem~En , Ti, j ,ri, j !

\3p2c2 �
En

En�1

E 2�exp� E

Ti, j
�� 1��1

dE.

~15!

~4! Calculation of W2$i, j %
n by Eq. ~13!.
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~5! Computation of the total sum of the macro-photons,
which is used for emission modeling in the cell ~i, j !:

Ni, j
sim �

1

W (n�1

M Ni, j
n

W2$i, j %
n

. ~16!

~6! Normalization of the emission spectrum for future
sampling of photon energy:

Pn �
Ni, j

n

W1W2$i, j %
n Ni, j

sim
,

i.e.,

(
n�1

M

Pn � 1. ~17!

Photon energies are assumed to be distributed in an equi-
probable manner within one spectral group. Linear inter-
polation is used for sampling the emitted particle energy
Eph. By taking into account the weight factors, the energy of
the emitted macro-photon Eph

sim � EphW1W2$i, j %
n is calculated

as a function of spectral group number n. The group number
is determined from the real physical energy of photon Eph.
The value of Eph

sim should be subtracted from the cell energy
by the emission simulation and added by the absorption
process.

The starting position and direction of the macro-photon
inside the cell are modeled as equiprobable events. The
curvature of space is taken into consideration along the
r-axis in the case of cylindrical symmetry. Final expressions
for the macro-photon start position in the ~r, z! coordinate
system are given by

z � z1 � j~z2 � z1!, ~18!

r � Mr1
2 � j~r2

2 � r1
2!, ~19!

where r1 and r2 are the cell borders along the r-axis; z1 and
z2 are the cell borders along the z-axis; and j is a random
number within the interval @0, 1# .

Attenuation of the light intensity due to matter absorption
is described by the expression I � I0 exp@�*0

l kabs~v, l ! dl #
~Siegel & Howell, 1981!, or in photon number terms,

N~v! � N0~v!exp���
0

l

kabs~v, l ! dl� , ~20!

where N0~v! is the initial number of photons with frequency
v, and l is the path length in matter. By considering the
photon path within one cell ~where the absorption coeffi-
cient is independent of coordinates!, one can express atten-
uation as

N~v! � N0~v!exp@�kabs~v! l # . ~21!

Consequently, the absorption or the transition probability of
a photon on the path length l in cell ~i, j ! is

Pi, j
abs~v! � 1 �

N~v!

N0~v!
� 1 � exp@�kabs$i, j %~v! l # , ~22!

Pi, j
trans~v! � exp@�kabs$i, j %~v! l # . ~23!

To complete simulation of the absorption process in the
plasma, we use the absorption coefficient ~which depends
on matter parameters in the computational domain cell and
on photon energy! and the photon path length in this cell.

The laser beam is modeled as a directional flux of the
macro-photons in analogy to the above Monte Carlo theory.
The separate macro-photon has the same properties ~absorp-
tion, reflection probability, etc.! as the real laser radiation
photon. The total sum of real photons Wmacro in one macro-
photon is estimated from the required accuracy and avail-
able computational power:

Nmacro �
Nreal

Wmacro

, Nreal �
Plas

Eph

. ~24!

Here, Plas is the momentary laser power and Eph is the energy
of a real laser radiation photon. The inverse bremsstrahlung
is assumed to be the main process by which the laser radia-
tion was absorbed by the plasma electrons. The classical
value for the absorption coefficient kabs

las that defines this col-
lisional absorption mechanism is given ~Johnston & Dawson,
1973! by

kabs
las �

16pZne
2 e6 ln L~n!

3cn2~2pme kBTe !
302~1 � np

20n2 !102
. ~25!

where again e, ne, me, Te are the electron charge, density,
mass, and temperature, respectively; Z is the normal-
ized ionic charge; n is the frequency of laser light; np �
M~ne e20pme ! is the plasma frequency; and kB is the Boltz-
mann constant. The Coulomb logarithm ~Spitzer, 1962! is
given by

ln L � ln� 3

2 � ~kBTe !
3

pne

1

Ze3� . ~26!

The condition np � n in any space point is used to simulate
the photon reflection. The modeling mechanism of the laser
heat as well as the EUV radiation output is analogous to the
radiation transport, excluding the sampling of the start
position and direction of the macro-photon. These param-
eters are determined from the experimental laser beam
direction and geometry.

2.3. Validation and benchmarking

To validate the model and benchmark the code, we solved
several test problems and compared our results with known
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analytical and experimental results. The calculation blocks
~TVD–LF, thermal conductivity, radiation transport, etc.!
were tested separately and in various combinations ~Has-
sanein et al., 2003, 2004a, 2004b; Miloshevsky et al.,
2006; Sizyuk et al., 2006; Sizyuk & Hassanein, 2002;
Morozov et al., 2004a!. Here, we present the final bench-
marking applicable to the EUV lithography problem. The
EUV output from an LPP device with planar geometry of
the tin target was calculated, and the results were com-
pared with the experimental and theoretical data ~Spitzer
et al., 1996!. The geometrical arrangement of the simula-
tion is shown schematically in Figure 2. The device mod-
eled with the HEIGHTS package had an Nd:YAG laser,
delivering 0.3 J at 1.064-mm wavelength in a 7.5-ns pulse.
The laser radiation intensity was controlled by tuning of
the laser spot radius. The minimum spot size at the target
was about 20 mm.

The physical and mathematical model developed for this
problem included all the above-discussed computational
blocks: TVD–LF scheme for hydrodynamic, implicit sparse
matrix solution for parabolic terms, Monte Carlo radiation
transport, Monte Carlo laser absorption, and Monte Carlo
model of EUV output. This assembled model was tested in
2D and 3D numerical schemes, which gave close results.
It was also tested with several versions of spatial meshes
~2D: 100 � 250 cells with minimal size of cell in the
region of interest ;1 mm and 65 � 110 cells with size ;5
mm!. A final parameter that served as a criterion for bench-
mark evaluation was the total EUV output into 2p sr solid
angle, i.e., the conversion efficiency ~CE! of the LPP device
given by:

CE �
QEUV

13.4 nm61.1 eV

Qlas{2.2 eV
{100%, ~27!

where QEUV
13.4 nm61.1 eV is the amount of EUV radiation energy

that was registered in the 2.2 eV bandwidth centered at
13.4 nm, and Qlas is the total laser pulse energy. The effi-
ciency is normalized to 1 eV. Opacities and atomic data that
were used for the radiation transport and EUV calculations
are reported in detail in Hassanein et al. ~2003, 2004a,
2004b! and Morozov et al. ~2004a, 2004b!. Figure 3 presents
a comparison of our HEIGHTS simulation results with
experimental data ~Spitzer, 1996! and theoretical modeling
~calculated by the LASNEX code ~Spitzer et al., 1996;
Zimmerman & Kruer, 1975!!. As shown, HEIGHTS numer-
ical results agree well with the published data. The numer-
ical scheme used demonstrates the stability of our results
even when spatial discretization is changed. Some deviation
of our results from the published data can be explained due
to certain arbitrariness of the initial data. The laser pulse
shape and the laser irradiation distribution of the experiment
at the laser spot are unknown. This important data would
lead to a correction of the results. The HEIGHTS results in
Figure 3 are calculated for laser pulsed power that is square
in time. The irradiation spatial distribution by laser spot was
assumed to be Gaussian.

3. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

We focused our numerical modeling on a tin target material
because of its current interest as a source for 13.5 nm EUV
lithography ~Aota & Tomie, 2005; Richardson et al., 2004a;
Choi et al., 2000!. Many investigators have optimized the
tin target geometry, the laser pulse and prepulse character-
istics, and the device chamber design in order to increase the

Fig. 2. Schematic illustration of laser-target interaction in LPP devices.

Fig. 3. Comparison of HEIGHTS calculations with published experimen-
tal and theoretical data.
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EUV source efficiency, mitigate the debris, and to improve
the overall device performance. An ideal version of the
EUV lithography light source is to have a small spherical
target with high enough density and with optimum temper-
ature ~of given source material! for maximum EUV emis-
sion. This approach is used in recent investigations ~Krücken
et al., 2004; Richardson et al., 2004b! for the study of the
EUV efficiency enhancement, that is, the first part of the CE
problem: capability of target material of efficient EUV
radiation at the 13.5 nm range of the background emission
spectrums ~White et al., 2005!. The second part of the
problem consists in the formation and efficient confinement
of the EUV plasma in optimal conditions ~temperature plus
enough density!. Typical axial distributions of the tempera-
ture, density, and EUV flux are plotted in Figure 4 for the
case of a tin target and single laser beam. As shown, the
EUV output region is a thin layer between area with high
temperature and low density, and area with high density but
low temperature. The enlarging of this region will enable us
to solve the second part of the EUV CE problem. Different
target materials have their own EUV region size, which
appears in different sizes of EUV source images ~Stamm,
2004a!.

Our preliminary calculations showed that a very thin
EUV layer for the lithium target in comparison to the tin
target. Laser radiation is actively absorbed by the target
surface plasma and overheats the surface because lithium
has only three electrons. The greater part of the laser energy
occurs in this overheated area. The remaining part is distrib-
uted in the full target because at;1 eV, lithium is transpar-
ent for the 1.064-mm laser radiation. Moreover, the hot
external plasma layer absorbs intense EUV radiation from
the thin EUV region in the lithium target case. As a result,
these negative factors can appreciably decrease the attrac-
tiveness of certain element as candidates for the laser target.
These factors can be avoided in two ways: ~1! use more
complex targets where the material combines clusters and
~2! increase the preheated plasma density. The first way is

being actively investigated ~Kubiak et al., 1999!. We con-
sider the second way in the presented numerical simula-
tions. Miyamoto et al. ~2005! observed an increase in the
EUV emission near the wall located close to the laser target.
In our opinion, this effect is concerned with confinement of
motion of the heated plasma. The density of the hot plasma
increases near the wall and a new EUV region appears in
this area. Thus, the experiment is not applicable to the full
CE problem in real devices: additional wall creates addi-
tional shield for EUV output and decreases the final conver-
sion efficiency.Abetter way is to produce an EUV transparent
wall that can confine the heated plasma. We found an
example of such a transparent wall in the experimental
works of de Bruijn et al. ~2003, 2005!, where the prepulse
initiates a shock wave in Xe gas plasma and the main laser
pulse uses the initiated shock wave for the plasma confine-
ment. The plasma confinement efficiency of such device ~de
Bruijn et al., 2003, 2005! is not high, but it increases EUV
output.

We propose to use a “self-confined” laser beam pulse to
increase the EUV output. Modern development of the laser
has made it possible to use hollow laser beams ~Eardley,
2006; Padgett &Allen, 2000; Courtial et al., 1997; Heckenberg
et al., 1992; Schaumann et al., 2005; Kruglov et al., 1992!.
To accelerate the plasma jet confinement and to test our
hypothesis, we designed a LPP device with a laser beam that
has a special distribution of the spot irradiation. As we
assumed, the proposed device avoids the disadvantages
noted above. Figure 5 schematically represents this LPP
device with a planar tin target and with a hollow laser beam
as an energy source. We assumed the initiation, confine-
ment, and power supply of the cumulative plasma jet inside

Fig. 4. Distributions of plasma density, temperature, and EUV power
along laser beam axis at 9.0 ns time moment. Fig. 5. Schematic illustration of the proposed hollow-beam LPP device.
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the hollow laser beam by such device. The dense plasma jet
should be initiated at the target surface inside the laser beam
and should be confined with more heated plasma of the
cylindrical laser volume.

4. SIMULATION RESULTS

We calculated the CE of our proposed new device as a
function of the hole and beam ratioj, namely, the ratio of
laser hole radius to the external radius of the laser beam. j�
0 corresponds to a laser beam without a hole, and j � 1
corresponds to the limit case of a thin, infinitesimal laser
beam. To recognize the plasma jet effect, we used the same
laser pulse energy ~300 mJ!, laser pulse duration ~7.5 ns!,
and radiation power density in the round laser spot ~5.73 �
1010 W0cm2! for all calculations, that is, for the full range of
the j ratio. Also, we assumed square distributions of laser
pulse energy in time and in space to avoid the influence of
the irradiation field curvature.

The results confirmed our assumption about the genera-
tion and the confinement of the dense plasma jet inside the
hollow laser beam. Moreover, we observed pinching of the
plasma on the laser beam axis for a certain j ratio ~; 0.7!.
Figure 6 presents the density, temperature, and velocity
distributions of the hollow laser produced plasma in the r-z
plane for j � 0.7 at time 7.0 ns. Figure 6c indicates the
cumulative character of the initiated dense plasma jet because
the plasma velocity inside the laser beam is much more than
the velocity of the surrounding plasma. This effect can be
used outside the EUV lithography applications for acceler-
ating the laser plasma for different purposes.

The conversion efficiency of the hollow beam device was
calculated from Eq. ~27!. We carried out numerical simula-
tions for conditions close to those described in Section 2.3
~calculated EUV output in the 2.2-eV bandwidth centered at
13.4 nm!. The radiation energy distribution in the Sec-
tion 2.3 laser beam was Gaussian in space. The Gaussian
space distribution is closer to actual experimental laser
beam parameters and gives a higher CE in comparison to the
simple square distribution. For this reason, the data for
the planar target Figure 3 cannot be compared directly with
the hollow beam device. However, the results do suggest
that the hollow beam cumulative jet gives an abrupt increase
of the EUV-output conversion efficiency. Figure 7 shows an
increase of the CE by 17% for the case of time and space
nonoptimized square distribution. We expect an increase of
the final EUV efficiency of the hollow-beam LPP device
after optimizing the initial parameters such as laser power
density distribution in time and space, laser pulse duration,
target geometry, and target structure.

5. CONCLUSION

We have presented an integrated model, HEIGHTS, to describe
the hydrodynamics and optical processes that occur in LPP
devices. HEIGHTS package combines the MHD theory of

plasma motion, models of magnetic diffusion and thermal
conduction in plasma, radiation transport model, and laser
absorption model. These theoretical models were adopted
for numerical solution in the one- and two-temperature

Fig. 6. Density ~a!, temperature ~b!, and velocity ~c! of tin plasma distri-
butions at 7.0 ns in z-r plane for hollow laser beam ~laser energy, 300 mJ;
wavelength, 1064 nm; j� 0.7!.
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approximation. A simulation algorithm based on the sepa-
ration of the physical processes was developed. For each
physical process, the most efficient numerical scheme was
used. Hydrodynamic processes were simulated on the basic
of the total variation-diminishing scheme in the Lax–
Friedrich formulation, and an implicit scheme based on the
sparse matrix solver was developed for magnetic diffusion
and heat conduction problems. Monte Carlo methods were
used for simulating radiation transport and laser absorption
processes.

The HEIGHTS package was tested and benchmarked
against known analytical and experimental data. The results
presented in this paper are calculated with two-dimensional
version of the developed package, which was optimized for
calculating the EUV output of LPP devices for lithography
purposes. The theoretical models and computer simulation
allowed investigating the influence of complex spatial effects
of plasma motion on the final CE of the LPP device.

The effect of the cumulative plasma jet formation inside a
hollow laser beam was predicted by computer simulation.The
dense plasma jet increases the device conversion efficiency
by about 17% compared for a planar tin target. The obtained
spatial effects can be used to increase the efficiency of in-
dustrial LPP sources for EUV lithography. Further investi-
gations of the jet influence on the final CE of LPP devices
will involve the optimization of initial parameters such laser
power density distribution in time and space, laser pulse dura-
tion, target geometry, and target structure.
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